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We present a method for optimal entanglement concentration from pure entangled states by local
actions only. However a prior knowledge of the Schmidt coecients is required. Concentrating entan-
glement from N-partite cat like states is also discussed.
Quantum superposition principle gives rise to what is known as quantum entanglement [1], a
nonclassical property exhibited by composite systems. By virtue of this property, subsystems
of a composite system show nonloclocal correlations between them and had been studied
extensively in the context of EPR problem [2] and Bell’s inequality [3]. However rapid de-
velopments in the last few years changed the scenario altogether. Now it is well understood
that entanglement serves as an useful physical resource for information processing [4], and
quantum computation [5] and allows manipulation like any other physical resources. Some
key applications of entanglement include, quantum teleportation [6], dense coding [7], secure
key distribution [8] and reduction of communication complexity [9]. Here one may note that
maximally entangled states (Bell states) are essential for faithful quantum communication,
for example teleportation [6] and secure quantum key distribution [8]. Therefore, protocols
have been developed for obtaining a more entangled state from a less entangled one by local
operations and classical communications. These processes are suitably termed as entangle-
ment concentration [10-13] when one extracts maximally entangled states (henceforth MES)
from pure entangled states and purication or distillation [14, 15] when MES are obtained
from mixed entangled states.
The basic idea of entanglement concentration is the following: Two distant observers, Alice
and Bob, are supplied with a nite ensemble of pure states from which they wish to extract
maximum possible MES, where they are only allowed to perform local actions, e.g., unitary
transformations and measurements, on their respective subsystems along with any auxiliary
system (ancilla) they might prepare and classical communication.
The aim of this contribution is to present a method for optimal entanglement concentration
from pure entangled states using local actions and classical communication. For our method
to be successful Alice and Bob should know the Schmidt coecients of the given entangled
states. The protocol also requires Alice to prepare a qubit (ancilla: an auxilliary two level
quantum system) in a state, say, jχi (the coecients of this state are initially chosen to be
the schmidt coecients of the supplied entangled state). The procedure needs to be carried
out separately on each member of the given ensemble. Thus, the ancilla qubit after being
used once to purify a single pair, is brought back to the desired state by passing it through a
polarizer for further application. Here we would like to point out that in order to obtain the
optimal fraction of MES the method should be continued in an iterative fashion, in principle,
indefinitely. Let us explain what we mean by this. Suppose Alice and Bob are initially
supplied with N (as we shall see need not be necessarily very large) pure entangled states.
After carrying out the protocol over all the members of this ensemble they are left with say
N1 number of MES and (N − N1) of less entangled pairs whereby they select the members
of this less entangled subensemble, repeat the protocol and so on. This iterative process if
continued indenitely, Alice and Bob nally end up with the optimal fraction of MES. It
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may be worth mentioning that the present method doesn’t require the supplied ensemble to
be innite (i.e., the optimal fraction is not approached asymptotically), but in practice the
iterative procedure makes sense only when the supplied ensemble is reasonably large. Our
method can also be understood intuitively from conservation of entanglement. As will be
shown later that at every step of this concentration procedure average entanglement remains
conserved implying that as MES are being produced the remaining pairs turn less entangled.
Finally when the optimal fraction of the Bell states is obtained in the limit of an innite
sequence, the remaining pairs become totally disentangled.
Local operations, in particular the CNOT (or quantum XOR) operation and classical com-
munication are only used in implementing our protocol. A controlled not gate (or quantum
XOR) flips the second spin if and only if the rst spin is \up" i.e., it changes the second bit
i the rst bit is \1" 2. It is a unitary transformation, denoted by UXOR, acting on pairs of
spin-1/2 and dened by the following transformation rules:
j00i ! j00i ; j01i ! j01i ; j10i ! j11i ; j11i ! j10i (1)
or when written in matrix form:
UXOR =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
 (2)
Note that CNOT gate cannot be decomposed into a tensor product of two single bit trans-
formation.
This paper is arranged as follows. First we describe the basic principles behind our entangle-
ment concentration protocol. Next we discuss conservation of entanglement and optimality.
After that we address the relative merits and demirts of the present method as compared to
the other existing ones and nally we go over to the question of purication of multipartite
states.
Suppose Alice and Bob shares a normalized pure entangled state given by,
jiAB = α j00iAB + β j11iAB (3)
where we take α, β to be real and α < β.
Alice prepares a qubit in the state,
jχiA = α j0i+ β j1i . (4)
The preparation of the qubit in state (4) is crucial. Note that Alice should know the Schmidt
coecients of the suppiled pure entangled state in order to prepare her qubit. Thus the
combined state of the three qubits is given by,
jΨiAB = jχiA⊗jiAB = α2 j000iA1A2B +αβ j011iA1A2B +αβ j100iA1A2B +β2 j111iA1A2B (5)
2In our notation |↑〉 = |1〉 and |↓〉 = |0〉.
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The rst two qubits belongs to Alice (denoted by A1 and A2) and the last one belongs to
Bob. The entanglement concentration procedure involves two steps.
Step 1: Alice performs a CNOT operation on her two qubits. Bob doesn’t need to do anything.
This is the most dicult stage because to carry out CNOT operation is in no sense a trivial
job. The resulting state turns out to be
∣∣Ψ′〉AB = α2 j000iA1A2B + αβ j011iA1A2B + αβ j110iA1A2B + β2 j101iA1A2B (6)
Interchanging the position of the rst two qubits since both belong to Alice Eq. (6) can be
written as,∣∣Ψ′〉AB = α2 j000iA2A1B + αβ j101iA2A1B + αβ j110iA2A1B + β2 j011iA2A1B (7)
Step 2: This is an easy part where Alice performs a Von Neumann projective measurement
on the qubit A2, she holds i.e., she measures the z-component of the spin of qubit A2. This
is brought about by writing Eq. (7) as,
∣∣∣Ψ′〉
AB
= j0iA2 ⊗ [α2 j00i + β2 j11i]A1B + αβ j1iA2 ⊗ [j01i + j10i]A1B (8)
Thus if the outcome of Alice’s measurement is \up " i.e \1", the resulting pair shared by
Alice and Bob gets maximally entangled. Otherwise they come up with a lesser entangled
state than what they initially shared. So the question is performing the above operations how
often they succeed in getting a maximally entangled state. This can easily be seen by noting
that the probability with which outcome \1" is obtained is 2α2β2.
Suppose Alice and Bob initially shared N (which we shall presently see need not necessarily
be very large) pure entangled states. The basic steps are the following:
(1) Applying the protocol over the N members individually, they end up with 2Nα2β2 number
of MES.
(2) Now they pick out the remaining N(1− 2α2β2) = N(α4 + β4) number of pairs which are
not maximally entangled. Note that now each member of this less entangled subensemble are
in a state given by
j1iAB = α1 j00iAB + β1 j11iAB , (9)
where α1 = α
2p
α4+β4
and β1 = β
2p
α4+β4
. Accordingly, Alice prepares her qubit in the state
jχ1iA = α1 j0i+ β1 j1i . (10)
and the procedure is repeated once more.
(3) This iterative procedure is continued indefinitely.
Now we show that the above procedure, when continued indenitely, in the limit of an innite
sequence, the nal ensemble generated comprise 2β2 fraction of MES.
The proof is as follows: If they begin with N pair of pure entangled states and nally end up
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uniformly converges to 1 for all x 2 (0, 1), whereby NMEN = 2β2, known to be the optimal
fraction of MES obtainable from pure entangled states [10,13]. Hence our protocol indeed
succeeds in extracting the optimal fraction of Bell states from an arbitrary number of pure
entangled states.
We now discuss the operational meaning of our protocol. We have seen that the optimal
fraction is independent of the size of the ensemble. By this we mean that the optimal fraction
of Bell states that can be obtained is not reached asymptotically i.e.. it is not necessary to have
an innite ensemble. However, to achieve the optimal result the iteration procedure needs
to be continued, in principle, indefinitely. Therefore, in practice, to continue this iterative
procedure in order to approach the optimal fraction as closely as possible we need to have a
reasonably large ensemble. Note that for this method to be successful it is necessary to know
α and β, the schmidt coecients of the initially supplied pure entangled states. Classical
communication is also required for Alice to convey her result to Bob in order to select the
successful cases.
Now we show that a particular measure of entanglement viz. entanglement of single pair
purication [12], is conserved on an average. We treat this conservation of entanglemen in
the same sense as discussed in Ref. [12]. We show that in our case also average entanglement
is indeed conserved and therefore optimal in the sense that best combination of entangled
states are obtained in the process. From the results of Lo and Popescu [13] it follows that
initially the average values of entanglement shared between Alice and Bob is
hEibefore = 2β2 (14)
where β is the smaller Schmidt coecient. After carrying out our protocol on a single pair
the average entanglement shared by Alice and Bob is given by,
hEiafter = 2β4 + 2α2β2 = 2β2 (15)
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Thus average entanglement is conserved at each step of the above procedure which implies
that when the optimal fraction is reached, the remaining fraction becomes totally disentangled
provided the process is continued indenitely.
Now a few remarks regarding the eciency of our method as compared to the other existing
protocols [10-12]. As we have discussed earlier, to realize the optimal fraction of MES the
iterative procedure needs to be continued indenitely. But in practice the iterative procedure
makes sense only when Alice and Bob have in their possession a reasonably large number of
pure entangled states to start with. Therefore we can only say that our method is as ecient
as the other optimal ones [10-11]. However we note that a knowledge of schmidt coecients
is necessary to implement our method and Procrustrean method [10] whereas the Schmidt
decomposition method, although works for any unknown ensemble of pure states but there
the optimal fraction is approached asymptotically.
We now proceed to show how our scheme works for multipartite entangled states. The
method used above relied strongly on the existence of Schmidt decomposition for bipartite
states. The diculty in treating multipartite entagled states is that there are many possible
forms of entanglement and there is no analogue to the Schmidt decomposition of bipartite
systems. We therefore deal in particular with N-partite cat like pure entangled states. For
simplicity let us rst consider the following three partite state,
jiABC = α j000iABC + β j111iABC (16)
Entanglement concentration from the above state proceeds exactly in the same way as before.
Alice needs to prepare a qubit in the state dened by Eq. (2). She then performs a CNOT
operation on her two particles and nally a Von Neumann projective measurement in the
f0,1g basis. If the result of her measurement is \1" which occurs with probability 2α2β2,




(j011iABC + j100iABC) (17)
Thus it turns out given a nite ensemble of the three partite entangled states of the form
dened by (16) the maximum fraction of GHZ states obtainable is 2β2. Whether this is also
the optimal result we do not know but we strongly suspect it to be so. It is clear that our
scheme is trivially generalized to purify N-partite states of the form,
ji1,2...N = (j00.....0i1,2.....N + j11....1i1,2....N) (18)
where, the maximum fractional yield for a nite ensemble remain the same as noted in case
of bipartite systems.
In ne we have described an optimal protocol for concentrating entanglement from pure
entangled states. We stress that, although in principle, using our method, one can extract
the optimal fraction of MES from a nite ensemble of pure states provided the iterative
procedure is carried on indenitely but this iterative procedure makes sense in practice, only
when Alice and Bob shares a reasonably sized ensemble of pure states. Also for the above
method to be successful Alice and Bob should know the Schmidt coecients. Finally we have
shown, how it is possible to purify multipartite cat like entangled states within our scheme.
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